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1

Summary

This document presents a series of methodologies aimed at improving breeding performance in a
context of integrating genomic information. These methodologies can be classified according to the
level at which the improvement operates, as well as on the type of extra information that is included.
According to this, the first series of methods concern simulation tools, which can improve breeding
performance by allowing to identify a priori the best scenarios of integration of genomic information.
The second type are those methodologies that belong clearly to background knowledge, with a proven
benefit, and concerning notably evaluation methods to conduct genomic selection. The third type are
methodologies that, although based on known approaches, are implemented in the novel context of
integrating environmental information for genomic selection in forest tree breeding. The fourth type
concerns methodologies still under heavy development and aimed at integrating extra biological
information in the form of omics in the context of predicting phenotypes.
For all the cases, methods are briefly introduced with the required concepts and bibliographical
context and complemented by the ongoing case studies in B4EST. Technical descriptions have been
kept to a minimum, for simplicity, avoiding the mathematical description and formulations. All
methods were conveniently referenced by bibliographical support, in case detailed methodological
descriptions are required.
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2

Methodologies, tools and case studies

2.1
Simulation tools for selected populations following a genomic evaluation
scheme
2.1.1

Concepts and typologies

Breeding is based on simple principles emulating evolution, but its practical implementation involves
often many interacting variables owing basically to operational and genetic factors. Often, setting
those multiple factors becomes a strategic issue when establishing or upgrading a breeding program,
impacting the costs and efficiency of the whole system in complex ways. Before entering into costly
praxis, breeders can often predict the outcomes of breeding by using more or less complex simulation
models that feed on some of the strategic factors at stake. Such outcomes can be useful guidance
pinpointing the best compromises between conflicting factors when designing breeding. In forest tree
breeding, where time investment is huge, simulations have often been used whenever disruptive
technologies of potential use point on the horizon (Grattapaglia and Resende 2011).
Basically, simulation models used for breeding fall into two main categories, infinitesimal models and
finite locus models, depending on where in the data flow the stochasticity is applied (Plate et al. 2019).
Infinitesimal models use stochasticity to draw genetic and environmental deviates from known
gaussian distributions. Finite locus models dive into a more functional principle in genetics, by using
stochasticity to mimic Mendelian segregation of virtual alleles of known effects from generation to
generation. The infinitesimal model is simple to set, without the need of extra assumptions on the
genetic nature of traits, and appropriate over a few selection cycles of predictions. One example of its
use in the framework of B4EST comes in the quantification of the usefulness of pedigree reconstruction
with marker fingerprinting (Bouffier et al. 2019) (POPSIM, https://www.skogforsk.se/popsim). One
main limitation of these models, however, is when questions are to be addressed on how the
underlying nature of quantitative traits affects selection outputs, or over a long-term (Plate et al.
2019).
The finite locus model addresses that particular limitation of infinitesimal models by working with
virtual genomes and genetic architectures. These virtual entities comprise a finite number of genes
spread across a predefined gene map, with each of those genes bearing explicit allelic effects on a
given trait or set of traits. The quantitative genetic variation appears when allele effects and their
eventual interactions are integrated across genomes at population level for each simulated trait. The
stochastic process happens when alleles are sampled at each locus, mimicking recurrent
recombination and segregation processes within and between loci. As a direct consequence, drift and
linkage disequilibrium can be evaluated with precision over generations.
Finite locus simulations have been extensively applied to evaluate the benefits of genomic selection,
as one of the most disruptive methodologies (Meuwissen et al. 2001) of recent times in the breeding
context. Most often, simulations are used to compare different marker-based evaluation approaches
(Campos et al. 2013; Daetwyler et al. 2013). Another area of application is the study of the optimal
population conditions in which to implement successfully genomic evaluation, typically focussing on
the structure and composition of the population to train the genomic evaluation model (Rincent et al.
2017), or addressing the benefits of diversity constrains alongside the genomic evaluation (Gómez-
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Romano et al. 2016). More rarely, simulations are applied to ponder cost and benefits of genomic
selection in an economic context (Ben-Sadoun et al. 2020 p.).
2.1.2

Applications in B4EST

It is in this latter less explored area of economic impacts where finite locus simulations will be applied
in the framework of B4EST, explicitly linking activities of WP3 and WP5 (Task 5.2). Briefly, before
describing the simulation tool in itself, the objective will be to predict breeding outcomes in terms of
genetic gains and diversity from alternative breeding schemes designed to run at the same operational
costs. Some of those schemes mimic current breeding programs, some others are genome-aided
counterparts under development (Bartholomé et al. 2016; Pegard et al. 2020). For this, costs functions
for all the operational activities are being derived in WP5 for the maritime pine and hybrid poplar
French breeding programs. The simulation stage will run all the alternative schemes at stake to obtain
the predictions of gain and diversity required to identify the best cases in terms of gain per cost
efficiency.
The simulation tool to be used is publicly available at https://github.com/mathieutiret/meiosis.git. It
has been originally developed within the EU Gentree project (‘676876’) to study optimal ways to
constrain diversity loss in long-term selected populations (Tiret, et al. 2021). Given its simplicity,
flexibility and generality, the tool needs no adaptations to be used for the present economic analysis.
The simulator comprises three modules working in close sequence over generations: one handling the
genomic data, the second dealing with mating and segregation, and a third solving the selection for
next generation. The first module is able to feed on real genotypic data, like the one being produced
by SNP arrays in WP3, at the start of the simulation. The second module assumes a Wright-Fisher
framework with selection and drift, and produces a stochastic realisation of the genotypes of the
offspring following a given mating regime and structure of parental contributions. Although, the
simulator is able to perform a generic formulation of optimum contribution selection (Gebregiwergis
et al. 2020), this feature can be easily bypassed in the third module to do classical unconstrained
selection. The simulator can be called repeatedly over a number of generations, while keeping track of
all genomic data at stake for further analyses. Any genetic or genomic evaluation methodology can be
applied at any generation, as a complementary module, like to ones referenced in the next section.
A typical output of the simulator can be seen in Figure 1 (Tiret, et al. 2021), representing multiple
realizations of selected populations for which gain and coancestry is plotted, and according to a
constrain denoted by alpha that sets the importance of gain over coancestry in the output. The global
pattern across populations delineates a Pareto optimum for gain and coancestry realisations.
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Figure 1. Output in terms of coancestry (abscissa) and genetic gain (ordinate) of multiple selected populations (dots)
undergoing optimum contribution selection, differing in a constrain “alpha” setting the relative importance of gain with
respect of coancestry. Dashed line delineates the expected Pareto optimum (Tiret, et al. 2021).

Another example of use of finite locus simulations in the framework of B4EST is the study of the
reliability of GS across generations, accounting for different scenarios of training update. For this, the
software Metagene, first developed at INRAE (Sanchez et al. 2007) and later used and redeveloped for
several different studies on breeding strategy (Hallingback et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Hall et al. 2016)
was used as platform for the ongoing study.
Metagene is able to mimic most of the major features of inheritance, e.g. additive and dominance
effects, locus segregation, major effect locus architectures or alternatively architectures closely
resembling classical infinitesimal genetic models, linkage-disequilibrium (LD, historical and breeding
generated) and genetic correlations between traits. To incorporate such a genetic framework into a
breeding context, Metagene mimics the processes of directed or random selection, crossings and
regulated family sizes plus genetic diversity management strategies. In addition, pedigree-based and
genomic model predictions could be employed within Metagene by calling the GS3 breeding value
prediction software https://github.com/alegarra/gs3 .
Within GS research at UPSC, SLU, the main objective was to determine the extent to which genomic
predictions made across generations remain reliable and accurate (e.g. F1 constituting the training
population while their progenies - F2 - constitute the population where GS without phenotyping is
applied). Moreover, the impacts of different parameters associated with the breeding strategy or the
genetic architecture on across-generational reliability and accuracy were investigated.
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Figure 2. Simulation pilot study results showing the development of the selection accuracy across generations for a
conventional pedigree-based breeding value selection approach (EBV) and for two genomic selection strategies. The genetic
architecture (12 chromosomes, 15000 loci, 500 causal loci, 3000 cM long genome, trait heritability at 0.25) and the breeding
population characteristics (2000 individuals per generation, 100 selected parents crossed in a single-pair-mating design) were
designed to roughly mimic that of Norway spruce (Picea abies) (Hall et al. 2016; Bernhardsson et al. 2021). The vertical lines
of the respective genomic selection approach signify the point in time where phenotypic data is no longer made available to
the prediction model, i. e. the border between model training phase and model application phase.

Preliminary results from Metagene simulations (Figure 2) showed that, for forest trees with low levels
of LD and high effective population sizes, high prediction accuracies across generations cannot be
taken for granted unless considerable efforts are made with respect to model training, preferably by
collating phenotypic data from multiple generations of breeding. It should be emphasized that
improved genotyping efforts (more markers) would not compensate for a paucity of phenotypic data
in the training phase because the marker set used for model training in the simulations included even
the causal loci. It was also shown that strong initial LD among founders did have a positive effect on
across-generational prediction accuracy but this effect was visible only for strong initial LD (and thus
assumed very low effective population size). Furthermore, it appeared that breeding selection
conducted from one generation to the next did per se have a negative impact on across-generational
accuracy. This is not entirely unsurprising since a selection of future parents would also imply a change
of the population characteristics (allele frequencies, LD, pedigree structures et c.) which would make
prediction of advance generation breeding values more difficult to achieve with retained accuracy.
Although these results are preliminary and need corroboration, the conclusion appears to be that the
development of genomic prediction models robust across generations requires a considerable amount
of high-quality phenotypic data, preferably from a variety of populations, generations and breeding
stages. It also appears that there is a limited scope to trade these requirements by increasing the
density of markers. The requirements on phenotypic data moreover seems more demanding than
what is usually indicated by GS-studies that validate their models by classical cross-validation
approaches within one and the same generation of trees. The most concise message from these
simulations are therefore that in order to make genomic selection a success, high quality and quantity
of phenotypic data for the training of robust prediction models is paramount.
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Many other simulation tools of use in breeding design are available. Making a comprehensive list here
would be out of the scope of this deliverable. Among those, xbreed R package (Esfandyari and
Sørensen) or AlphaSimR R package (Gaynor et al. 2021) are good examples of fully featured simulators
able to adapt to multiple breeding designs, while providing many parametrizations to set up underlying
finite locus genetic architectures. The reason for our simpler choice here is that of the need of a flexible
and light alternative that could be easily combined with other analytical tools.
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2.2
2.2.1

GS tools corresponding to background knowledge in use for WP3
Context, concepts and typologies

One of the objectives of WP3 in B4EST is to conduct genomic selection (GS) case studies that are close
to breeding praxis for seven of the eight species in the project. Although the WP3 is also invested in
methodological developments (Task 3.3), which will be the object of subsequent sections, most of the
case studies rely on background knowledge in terms of methodological tools for their GS applications.
The novelty here is to provide newly selected resources by using the best among already existing tools.
The past two decades, since the breakthrough paper proposing the first explicit concept of GS
(Meuwissen et al. 2001), have been characterized in the quantitative genetics context by numerous
methodological developments aimed at improving the marker-based statistical fitting of phenotypes.
A comprehensive review of these developments and their corresponding tools is definitely out of the
scope of the present document. Excellent reviews already exist in the specialized literature (Campos
et al. 2013; Crossa et al. 2017). Instead, a selection of the most widely used tools representing the
different typologies will be presented briefly (Table 1), together with a few conceptual elements. These
are also the GS tools most frequently used among B4EST partners.
By a GS tool, we mean here any modelling approach aimed at regressing phenotypes on massive
numbers of molecular markers, with the disruptive application of unchaining the selection process
from that of phenotyping. Trees too young to yield relevant phenotypes can be selected based on
genotyping alone. From the modelling point of view, the key element is that of a massive number of
markers that typically characterises GS. In fact, overcoming the problem of regressing a relatively low
number of phenotypes (n, typically in the hundreds) on a massive number of markers (p, usually in the
tens of thousands), a big-p little-n problem, has been the driving factor in the diversification of efficient
developments for GS. Indeed, there are different ways to address a big-p little-n problem and such
distinction determines the basic typology of strategies. Firstly, there is a big cluster of methodologies
that use explicit models to explain the GS data, while implementing some strategy to focus on a
reduced number of relevant explanatory factors. We will find within this first cluster most of the
classical statistical approaches in GS, like linear models. A second cluster of methodologies comprise
those using heuristics, with no explicit model, to classify and rank the relevant factors by seeking for
hidden structural patterns in the data. These are well represented my recent applications in machine
and deep learning (Breiman 2001; Ma et al. 2018).
Within the first cluster of classical statistical approaches, we can distinguish two basic strategies to
overcome the big-p little-n problem (Campos et al. 2013). One is to use a penalty factor to render
negligible the effect of many markers, also denoted regularization. The second is to do a selection of
the relevant markers to be used in the fit. The use of a penalty factor is a way to solve the trade-off
between goodness of fit and model complexity, i.e. between explicability and number of unknowns,
with an effect that produces a shrinkage of the estimates towards zero, which simplifies the fitting for
the remaining unknowns. One of the most common methods based on the penalized strategy is the
ridge regression (Endelman 2011). Several tools referenced below propose ridge regression methods
with the possibility of optimizing the penalty function.
Selection of markers occurs often as a result of a special penalty implementation, which induces some
zeroing out of a number of marker effects. Often, penalties and selection of variables are combined in
a single continuous procedure, like in the case of the LASSO methodology (Legarra et al. 2011),
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switching off many markers and shrinking the effect of the remaining non-zeroes. One inconvenient of
LASSO, however, is that the upper bound for non-zero markers must be equal to the number of
observations for solvability, which in many cases might not be biologically sounding. This motivated
the development of a derivative that removes such a constrain, denoted elastic net (Li and Sillanpää
2012).
The Bayesian framework offers also different alternatives to deal with the big-p little-n problem in the
context of GS. Functionally speaking, the same strategies with penalization and selection of effects of
previous frequentist tools also apply. This comes through the use of different priors for the assumption
of the marker effect density, where the shape determines the degree of shrinkage and selection that
is applied. In that sense, a gaussian prior mimics a ridge regression output inducing only shrinkage,
while densities combining big masses close to zero and thick tails produce both shrinkage and marker
selection. A whole Bayesian alphabet (BayesRR, BayesA, BayesB, BayesC, …) is then available by the
use of different, more or less sophisticated priors (Habier et al. 2011).
Finally, the most common GS tool overcomes the big-p little-n problem in a very elegant and simple
way, by regressing phenotypes observing a marker-based relationship matrix between individual
effects, which basically equals unknowns and number of observations. This, commonly denoted GBLUP model, is methodologically equivalent to the pedigree mixed-model counterpart, the classical
“animal model” used worldwide. While the latter uses a pedigree-based relationship matrix, the
former is based on markers. Given the universality of these two mixed model approaches, multiple
options to accommodate different extra effects are available, like specific designs, spatial effects or
longitudinal or multivariate data.
Table 1. Some of the most common GS tools available as R libraries (free opensource codes), representing all the typologies
described previously in the section.

R package
Rrblup

Main reference
(Endelman 2011)

randomForest

GS tool, functions
Ridge regression, GBLUP,
alternative
kernels to account for
effect covariates
Ridge regression, GBLUP,
alternative
kernels to account for
effect covariates
Ridge
regression,
Lasso, Elastic net
Ridge
regression,
BayesA,
BayesB,
BayesC, …
Machine learning GS

deepGS

Deep learning GS

(Ma et al. 2018)

Regress

Glmnet
Bglr

(McCullagh
Clifford 2006)

Other features
Also used for GWAS

and Dominance
epistatic
available

(Qian et al. 2020)
(Pérez and de
Campos 2014)
(Breiman 2001)

los

and
effects

K-fold validation, grid
search for penalty
Multiple
prior
densities
available,
uses Gibbs sampler
Learning
and
unsupervised modes
GitHub repository

Ultimately, the choice of one of these methods over the others would depend on many factors,
including how well the underlying genetic architecture of the trait under study fits the tool’s built-in
assumption for the complexity and distribution of effects. Typically, traits with underlying polygenic
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nature (i.e. close to the infinitesimal model) tend to be well predicted with G-BLUP and ridge regression
models, while Bayesian methods usually accommodate better some departures from a polygenic
architecture (Campos et al. 2013). Other factors, like marker density, can be differently handled by the
different tools, with usually those exerting greater selection and shrinkage being able to exploit the
most out of the highest marker densities. In any case, it is wise to test several tools for each case study,
and for each trait, in a cross-validation scheme.
There are other tools, of more generic use in B4EST, that are also able to accommodate G-BLUP GS,
while fitting other useful effects. This is the case of breedR (https://github.com/famuvie/breedR),
which accommodates spatial modelling for heterogeneous trials (Cappa et al. 2019) and competition
modelling (Pablo Cappa et al. 2015). Another example is the standalone software wombat
(http://didgeridoo.une.edu.au/km/wombat.php), able to handle efficiently complex models fitting
longitudinal data to produce norms of reaction (Meyer and Kirkpatrick 2005).
2.2.2

Examples of applications in B4EST

Two examples will illustrate here the use of background knowledge GS tools in B4EST: one in
Eucalyptus and another in Norway spruce.
In eucalyptus, GS has already been used in several proof of concept case studies. Most of them were
designed for classical phenotypic traits, as growth or wood density, using large sets of families from
large-scale factorial mating designs (Resende et al. 2012; Cappa et al. 2017). In general, the accuracy
of these models suggest that GS is a competitive alternative to pedigree-based evaluation for classical
traits. In the framework of B4EST, an ongoing initiative is genotyping a relevant part of ALTRI’s breeding
population in order to implement GS, not only for classical traits like growth but also for novel
derivatives including time series of annual and daily growth increments. For this, briefly, a multispecies
72K SNPs commercial array designed for Eucalyptus is used to genotype the E. globulus breeding
population, with 185 clones already assessed and 400 more expected 2021. The genotyping of the first
batch yielded 56% of good quality markers out of the 72K array (40151 SNPs), covering well the species
genome (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Distribution of the different classes of the genotyped SNPs along the 11 chromosomes of the E. grandis genome
used as reference. PolyHighResolution and MonoHighResolution classes amount to 56% of the total number of available
markers in the array.

This genotyping constitutes an excellent starting point to characterize the breeding population. This
population comprises clones from three successive generations, with founders belonging to different
genetic pools (Portugal, Spain, USA and Australia), but preliminary analyses show that the genetic
diversity decreases across generations due to the high variability of the parental genetic contributions,
typical of intensive selection (Figure 4). This characterization and the subsequent use of the genotyping
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effort for GS in the breeding population are the subjects of a PhD thesis (G. Haristoy), supervised by JM Gion (CIRAD) and L. Bouffier (INRAE). The next steps include the implementation of G-BLUP
approaches on growth and survival data, accounting for different treatments of drought and frost,
together with longitudinal data on growth involving different ages. Both sources of information will
provide a solid framework to quantify genotypic by environment interactions across treatments and
norms of reaction, for which the G-BLUP presents the required modelling flexibility.

212
G0

545
G1

108
G2

Figure 4. Pedigree founder and provenance structure (coloured contributions) and subsequent parental genetic contributions
(grey) in ALTRI’s breeding population sample used in B4EST. Generation sizes are given by the encircled figures.

Another example of application of well-known GS tools comes from a recently published work funded
by B4EST (Chen et al. 2019). In this study, the benefits of GS using a G-BLUP approach were evaluated
against a pedigree counterpart for two important traits in the context of the Swedish Norway spruce
breeding program: tree height and solid wood quality. The latter trait was assessed by two
complementary field measurements: Pilodyn penetration and acoustic velocity. The flexibility of the
mixed model framework that underlies G-BLUP, and the pedigree-based BLUP, allowed the exploration
of different ways to capture non-additive variation. This extra source of information can be important
for advanced breeding, for instance, in forward selection and for traits showing dominance and
epistatic genetic variation. Results show that G-BLUP models accounting for dominance for height can
provide extra gain. On the other hand, for late assessment traits like those involving solid wood quality,
G-BLUP yielded the highest gains per unit of time, in as much as 90% improvement compared to the
pedigree counterpart.
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2.3
Genomic evaluation tools able to account for longitudinal data across
environments
2.3.1

Context and concepts

Trees are among the longest-living organisms and, as plants, they are constitutively attached to their
substratum. Trees, unlike domestic species that benefit from controlled growing conditions, face their
nursing environment with little or no husbandry. Time and immobility in an ever changing and
challenging environment pinpoint the importance for trees of adaptable plastic responses, as a key for
their adaptive success (Kramer 1995; Petit and Hampe 2006). In that sense, height and diameter, the
classical traits used for genetic evaluation, are extremely integrative assessments, i.e. the cumulative
result of numerous underlying functional processes. Such level of integration with single point
assessments like height prevents any dissection of the way environmental cues interact with tree
growth through the underlying functional processes (Lagercratz, Ulf et al. 2013). The use of
longitudinal or function traits over environmental gradients open multiple possibilities in the
understanding of how trees react and adapt to the changing environment, and in the prediction of
their adaptation to future climates. Technically, this reaction function corresponds to the concept of
phenotypic plasticity (PP), where the phenotype for a given genotype reflect environmental changes
in a vectorial or longitudinal fashion. PP is a central concept in many B4EST studies, requiring specific
analytical methodologies. Below, we present two methodological examples reflecting this importance.
2.3.2

Example of functional estimation of time-varying QTLs

In the context of QTL detection when assessing marker effects globally, the number of parameters to
be accounted for during the fitting of the model can easily become a limiting factor, and such limitation
can be exacerbated when multiplying the environmental levels at which the quantification is applied.
This is the big-p little-n problem already mentioned in previous section, but expanded into a new
dimension of multiple environments. A recent publication funded by B4EST (Heuclin et al. 2021)
investigates new methodological developments to overcome such limitation, when the succession of
environments are ages across which measurements are taken (PhD thesis, B. Heuclin). The authors
propose a variable selection method in the Bayesian context that uses a special kind of prior denoted
pike-and-slap by its shape, a mixture of two distributions combining a conspicuous peak neighbouring
zero and thick long tails towards the extremes. The consequence in terms of estimation is that it
produces both shrinkage and marker selection, in order to deal with the big-p little-n problem.
The output is a function describing time-related or age-related effects of selected QTLs resulting
associated to traits, as shown in the example in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. Genetic effects over time (ages) of markers selected in two contrasting environmental conditions, corresponding to
a well-watered experimental setting (solid line), and a moderate water deficit counterpart, with median, upper and lower
bounds lines (Heuclin et al. 2021).

The benefits of this methodology with respect to other variable selection counterparts were assessed
through simulations in an age-dependent functional context. Results show that the newly proposed
method is competitive, outperforming the other methods in terms of estimation and prediction
qualities. Authors also tested the impact of the number of individuals and ages available, concluding
that the combination of high number of individuals with extended longitudinal data improves the
variable selection process even for small effect QTLs, while at the same time the confidence associated
to large effect QTLs results strengthened. Another aspect analysed in the paper is the impact of
collinearity between markers resulting from linkage disequilibrium, by using a real dataset from
Arabidopsis thaliana as a starting point for a forward simulation approach. While at intermediate levels
of collinearity between markers the new method is not affected in its detection capabilities, it is at
high levels of collinearity that discrimination between zero and non-zero effects of adjacent markers
can be substantially impacted. The authors pinpoint the need to do supplementary research on real
data to quantify the extent of that problem.
In conclusion, the proposed method pinpoints the fact that approaches based on longitudinal data
allow better detections compared to single-time approaches. One limitation of the present study
would be the use of a time or age varying environmental condition instead of an environmental
quantitative covariable, of more relevance when prospecting new conditions for the evaluated
material. Such an approach, even if limited to the age-to-age analyses, could be of higher relevance
for some of the case studies in B4EST, like the one of Eucalyptus cited in previous sections, a maritime
pine case that will be presented in the next section, or in the black poplar breeding population where
several series of longitudinal data are available.
2.3.3

Example of functional estimation of environmentally driven individual genetic effects

Another dimension where the knowledge of the impact of environmental gradients is of high relevance
is that of individual level, at which selection takes place. Wood records in trees are excellent candidates
for such functional assessments, as they can reflect precisely how individuals react to climatic and
other environmental clues. Particularly, wood density has been found to be strongly associated to
resistance to mechanical failure in water conduction (Cochard et al. 2009; Choat et al. 2012), and
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even to mortality as a consequence of heatwaves and extreme draught (Martinez-Meier et al. 2008;
Sergent et al. 2014). Conceptually speaking, the principle of functional estimation of environmentally
driven individual genetic effects is similar to the one described for the previous study (Heuclin et al.
2021): deriving a function describing how a genetic component behaves across a succession of
environments, either taken as time or space related qualitative levels, or as a quantitatively assessed
variable like a climatic index. In the following application, both ways of characterization of the
environment are considered. This application concerns a subset of the maritime pine breeding
population and it is the object of an ongoing PhD thesis (V. Papin), supervised by L. Bouffier (INRAE)
and L. Sanchez (INRAE).
In a nutshell, one of the main objectives of this thesis is to derive genomic predictions of wood-based
plasticity for breeding purposes. For this, thanks to a single modelling approach, three sources of
information will be combined:





longitudinal wood records contained in increment cores (see Figure 6 for an example of wood
record) and dendrometers from a subset of relevant elite trees growing in two contrasting
testing sites;
time series of weather records corresponding to growing sites and periods of growth;
genomic information provided by dense genotyping of elite trees using B4EST 4TREE SNP array.

Obtaining individual plasticity functions will be possible by the use of random regression approaches
(Meyer and Kirkpatrick 2005) in the mixed-model framework of G-BLUP, the classic GS tool already
described in previous section. Basically, random effects can be modelled as a function of a covariate
representing the environmental gradient. Although this kind of random regression modelling has
already been implemented in livestock in the past (Schaeffer 2004), notably to stablish lactation
functions in dairy cattle, it has rarely been used in forest trees (ChunKao et al. 2009; Alves et al. 2020),
despite the promising availability of wood records. One of those rare studies (Marchal et al. 2019)
opened up this possibility using increment cores in hybrid larches. The study, however, had only
pedigree information available for the approach. The novelty in the maritime pine implementation is
then the use of random regression of wood records in a genomic prediction context using G-BLUP
modelling.
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Figure 6. Profile corresponding to a single maritime pine tree showing wood micro-density variations across years (thick black
pattern), and obtained by X-raying a specially prepared increment core. On the horizontal axis, the figures correspond to
number of cumulated points from pit to bark, a measure of radial growth. The vertical axis measures density (kg/m3). Years
are delimitated by vertical red lines with corresponding year indicated in the upper part, from 1998 to 2019. Green symbols
correspond to the boundary between successive years.

The environment will be characterized following two alternative approaches. The simplest will be to
consider each year in the profile as a qualitative level of environment, in an age-to-age trend similar
to the one described previously for the QTL functional mapping. Climate records will be summarized
at annual levels to serve as covariates in the regression. Similarly, wood records will be summarized at
annual levels, as annual increments in diameter or mean levels of density (Figure 6). Therefore, the
pairing of wood records and climate will be done by year, across the longitudinal trend. A more
complex alternative will be to consider within year variation in the wood record, given that this level
harbours most of the phenotypic variation and climatic records at daily or weekly levels can be easily
obtained for the experimental sites. The challenge here is to synchronise wood and climate records,
as only the later is labelled on a time axis. The anchoring of each wood variable to the corresponding
level of climate record will be done by using a machine learning approach (randomForest, Table 1),
with a training subset where daily growth was recorded via dendrometers, and involving one fourth of
the individuals to be used for the subsequent GS prediction. Such a synchronization step needs to be
done at a separate step for simplicity of the modelling, and before the final step of genomic evaluation.
The thesis has just finished the data curation step and the first modelling involving random regression
have already started. The thesis is expected to provide a methodological framework to apply genomic
evaluation to longitudinal data, notably for wood records. Such data is known to be costly and difficult
to obtain, but could help to address some of the key questions on tree adaptation to climate.
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2.4
2.4.1

Genomic evaluation tools able to account for different omics data
Context and concepts

In this section, we will introduce one last series of initiatives aimed at improving the prediction of
phenotypes. As with previous cases, the improvement factor of these initiatives is the incorporation
of extra information, which is of biological nature here and aimed at describing the functional
complexity occurring between sequences and phenotypes. One substantial part of such complexity is
made of interactions, most often of unknown effect. Gene-to-gene and gene-to-environment
interaction networks are a pervasive phenomenon underlying the observable phenotype (Tyler et al.
2009). Understanding how these interactions interplay at different biological levels to produce global
phenotypes has become the new emerging field of systems biology (Mackay et al. 2009; Ritchie et al.
2015). Techniques like genome-wide association (GWAS) and GS have paved the way towards reliable
phenotypic prediction and knowledge of underlying genetic architectures. However, these approaches
rely heavily on the paradigm that genetic variation can be additively dissected into the contributions
of relevant DNA polymorphisms. Although there are numerous attempts to improve our understanding
of genetic variation by accounting for interaction terms like epistasis (Wei et al. 2014; Jiang and Reif
2015), often the underlying methodologies rely on statistical approaches rather than on functional and
biological knowledge. Behind biological information, we find new data generally denoted omics, like
transcriptomics from RNA sequencing, metabolomics or proteomics, which start to populate the gap
between phenotypes and DNA sequences. Numerous studies use omics like RNA co-expression profiles
to infer gene networks, notably in humans. Still few of those studies address the problem of predicting
with omics in tree species (Chateigner et al. 2020). At the end, it is a question of integrating different
layers of biological information to gain understanding of genetic architecture and predictability for
phenotypes. Two B4EST case studies illustrate here methodologically the use of extra omics
information for the improvement of prediction in the GS context. One based on the use of GWAS with
validation by differential RNA expression in Norway spruce, and another one based on the integration
of two omics into GS schemes in black poplar.
2.4.2

Implementations in B4EST

In Norway spruce, the objective of the SLU team was to improve GS predictability by incorporating as
fixed effects in the prediction model the most important markers, either QTLs or validated QTNs,
resulting from a previous step of GWAS. Indeed, some authors have already pinpointed the benefits
of incorporating major gene effects to prediction models (Bernardo 2014; Lopes et al. 2017). To
validate such a hypothesis for Norway spruce, the main results from a GWAS using a large dataset were
verified by an analysis of differential expression for contrasting early versus late bud flush phenotypes
at a given time of early spring (Figure 7). Several resulting QTNs from the differential analysis were also
associated to important traits, like growth, wood quality, disease and phenology, when using the most
important gene within the gene model. The most significant QTN, located in contig MA_12842, was
added as a fixed effect to a G-BLUP prediction model, resulting in improved predictability following a
cross-validation scheme for several traits. The authors also investigated the effects of extra additions
coming from QTNs of lesser effects according to GWAS, resulting in less conclusive improvements for
GS predictability. As a conclusion, GS models could be easily improved with current methodological
approaches and some extra biological information from GWAS and transcriptomic analyses. This
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empirical study is currently being complemented by a simulation approach to further verify the
usefulness of including QTNs with relatively large effect in GS.

Figure 7. Difference in gene expression during budburst stages. The expression of RNA-Seq in Transcripts Per Kilobase Million
(TPM) for gene MA_12842g0030 from six early bud burst and six late bud burst clones, sampled five times in May 2018. The
x-axis is the five sampling time points (T1–T5) and their corresponding temperature of sampling time (℃). Ns represents nonsignificant between early and late budburst clones and letters represent the levels of significance between different sampling
times.

As for the black poplar case study, the INRAE team had the objective of developing a methodology to
integrate the data coming from genotyping and that from transcriptomics into a single prediction
approach. This objective is part of PhD project that started two years ago within the framework of
B4EST (Task 3.3) (A. Wade, supervised by V. Segura, H. Duruflé and L. Sanchez). The transcriptomic
data used in the thesis has already been the object of a previous study on the role of different
typologies of genes, according to their co-expression network importance, in the prediction quality of
phenotypes (Chateigner et al. 2020). The genotyping information came from RNA sequence (Rogier et
al. 2018), providing roughly 400 000 SNPs. In the present thesis, the transcriptomic layer is combined
to the genotyping information for the same set of 241 black poplar trees, corresponding to a collection
that represents part of the diversity of the species in western Europe. Besides genotypes and
transcripts, these trees were assessed for 21 traits including growth, phenology, rust resistance and
several biochemical quantifications, in two sites with contrasting conditions.
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Figure 8. Different typologies of omics data integration for modelling purposes (Zampieri et al. 2019).

Briefly, omics could be integrated following three different strategies according to the level at which
the integration takes place (Zampieri et al. 2019) (Figure 8). The simplest of the integrations happens
at the level of the raw data by doing a concatenation of the different datasets, which participate
without any further transformation into the modelling step. The second strategy involves some data
transformation previous to the integration process, so that the different sets can be differentially
scaled and weighted. Finally, the third strategy involves integration at the level of the models, each
individually obtained from one of the data sets. This latter option, not covered in the thesis, is typically
handled with machine learning approaches.
For the thesis, the team originally chose to do integration at the level of transformed data, as the aim
was to weight the different sources of information. This was obtained by creating a kernel describing
resemblances between individuals, in a way similar to the genomic relationship matrix for G-BLUP. The
markers contributing to the kernel were firstly grouped into blocks corresponding to genes associated
to transcripts. Then, each block was weighted according to the importance of the transcript count for
the corresponding gene. Different ways of summarising markers into blocks and weighting strategies
were developed. Results did not show any clear advantage of integration versus single data models. A
second integration used the simpler concatenation strategy, in order to study how the different
features, markers and genes, behaved at the integration step. Unlike previous strategy, the new
simpler integration showed benefits for some of the most important traits in terms of predictability
(Figure 9), like for growth and rust resistance. In general, the most benefited traits were those already
showing the best predictabilities under simpler GS prediction models. The integration showed losses
in accuracy mostly for those traits with already poor performances under simpler models, in general
for the biochemical assessments.
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Figure 9. Violin plots of prediction accuracies for 21 traits in the poplar dataset according to three models, using only SNPs
(dark brown to the left in the panels), using only gene transcripts as in (Chateigner et al. 2020) (dark blue), and concatenating
both SNP and gene information (light brown to the right). Each distribution of accuracies resulted from a cross-validation
scheme. Signification from paired tests is shown for comparisons between models. Some traits were evaluated in two sites,
denoted by the ending of the name of the trait (“orl” standing for Orléans in France and “sav” for Savigliano in Italy).

In order to understand the reasons underlying the benefits of concatenation, some extra analyses were
undertaken on the role that particular typologies of genes and SNPs had on the gains in accuracy.
Firstly, an association analysis for transcripts based on SNPs revealed numerous eQTLs, QTLs
associated to expressional patterns, where some have relevant hub regulator roles with large impacts
on the expression of many genes across the genome. Based on positional proximity to genes, the
different eQTLs could be classified as CIS regulatory elements (non-coding DNA regulating the
transcription of neighbouring genes), and/or as TRANS regulatory elements (regulating the
transcription of distant genes). Similarly, genes were classified either as targets of the different
regulators or showing no link. Secondly, the change in estimated effects of genes and SNPs from the
models with only one data type to those involving concatenated data were minutely analysed for all
traits. Results showed that the traits most benefited by concatenation presented also substantial
changes in estimated effects for some of the genes and SNPs. This was not observed for the remaining
traits with no benefits after integration. Among the SNPs most affected by changes in estimated
effects, i.e. for traits benefited by integration, it was found a high proportion of TRANS eQTLs, with
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generally downsized effects after concatenation. On the gene side, the opposite pattern was generally
observed and, again, only for traits showing benefits after concatenation. The genes being regulatory
targets were also those showing the most important changes in estimated effects, with mostly
increases in effect with concatenation.
In conclusion, beneficial integration appears to operate through a change in the weighting of important
genes and SNPs, notably those showing already mutual associations through eQTLs. Looking
retrospectively at the first attempt of integration in the thesis, these results throw some light on the
reasons why that approach might have been unsuccessful, i.e. the weighting after transformation was
almost opposite to the one found after concatenation. These results have not been published yet, but
they constitute already a promising way to explore data integration and to devise future
methodologies combining in an optimal way different omics.

3

Conclusions and perspectives

Through the different types of methodologies presented here, we intended to make a wide panorama
of the tools and methodologies available for WP3. Many correspond to background knowledge being
implemented straight away from bibliography in our case studies. Some are derivatives with novel
applications in the context of forest species. Finally, a few are ongoing new developments. In any case,
all of them provided or are providing novel results, even those using known methodologies with
abundant bibliography.
The four types of tools cover comprehensively most of the relevant aspects of data integration in GS,
from strategic design of new breeding programs to experimental integration of omics. Simulations, by
their power to evaluate rapidly numerous scenarios, provide a way to improve the design of our
experiences implementing GS. This is the case for economic impacts in poplar and maritime pine
breeding of new GS schemes, or to explore the degree of updating of prediction models across
generations. Trusted GS methods, with ample bibliographical support, offer essential baselines for GS
in our species, some of which being analysed for the first time under a GS scheme. For the
methodologies involving the inclusion of the environment as covariable, the role of genomic
information can be essential to render models more robust. We have seen how the environment needs
to be considered as a consubstantial part of tree evaluation and not as a nuisance to be systematically
removed from predictions. The proposed methodologies allow implementations in that sense, with
the added support of genomic information. Finally, in a context of rapidly growing genomic resources
for forest species, it is essential to benefit from data integration and feed a more systemic view of tree
behaviour. The last models presented here pinpoint into that direction, with some developments that
incorporate function into prediction, adding explicability to prospection.
It is expected that most of the developments referenced here will be the object of scientific
publications, as it is already the case of some of them (Chen et al. 2019; Heuclin et al. 2021). The most
relevant output, however, related to the implementation and development of these methodologies is
unquestionably the training of junior scientists in a field of research in need of new talents. Indeed,
genetics, genomics and statistics are highly demanded expertises by many sectors, including big
attractors like human health. Four PhD thesis, at different phases of development, are underway and
will further contribute to the scientific production of B4EST. Ultimately, some of the methodologies
could be transferred into publicly available software. This could be the case of the last development
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on the integration of omics for prediction. However, such a valorisation will surely fall beyond the time
frame of B4EST, given the other urgent phases to accomplish before the end of the project.

4

Partners involved in the work

The following scientists and partners have been actively involved in the elaboration of this deliverable.
Partners: UU, Skogforsk, SLU, CIRAD and INRAE.
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